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An efficient and accurate new method for locating
the F3 position for prefrontal TMS applications
William Beam, BSa, Jeffrey J. Borckardt, PhDa, Scott T. Reeves, MDa,
Mark S. George, MDa
aMedical University of South Carolina, Charleston, South Carolina
The International 10-20 system is a method for standardized placement of electroencephalogram
(EEG) electrodes. The International 10-20 system correlates external skull locations with the
underlying cortical areas. This system accounts for variability in patient skull size by using certain
percentages of the circumference and distances between four basic anatomic landmarks. This
international 10-20 system has recently been used in transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) research
for locating specific cortical areas. In the treatment of depression (and some types of pain), the desired
placement of the TMS coil is often above the left dorsalateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC), which
corresponds to the F3 location given by the International 10-20 system. However, for an administrator
with little experience with the International 10-20 system, the numerous measurements and
calculations can be excessively time-consuming. In addition, with more measurements comes more
opportunity for human error. For this reason, we have developed a new, simpler, and faster way to find
the F3 position using only three skull measurements. In this article, we describe and illustrate the
application of the new F3 location system, provide the formulas used in the calculation of the F3
position, and summarize data from 10 healthy adults. After using both the International 10-20 system
and this new method, it appears that the new method is sufficiently accurate; however, future
investigations may be warranted to conduct more indepth analyses of the method’s use and potential
limitations. This system requires less time and training to find the optimal position for prefrontal coil
placement and it saves considerable time compared with the International 10-20 EEG system.
� 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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skull locations to the underlying cortical areas. This system
accounts for variability in patient skull size by using certain
percentages of the circumference and distances between
four basic anatomic landmarks. The desired skull locations
are found by using these measurements and relating them to
the four landmarks.1 This method has recently been used in
transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) research for locat-
ing specific cortical areas.2-4 The desired placement of the
TMS coil is often above the dorsalateral prefrontal cortex
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(DLPFC) especially for the treatment of depression and
certain types of pain.3 There are several methods for locat-
ing the DLPFC. These methods include but are not limited
to the 5 cm rule and neuroimaging/coregistration tech-
niques. Both of these methods have advantages and disad-
vantages. The 5 cm rule requires the investigator to
functionally locate the motor cortex and then move the
TMS coil 5 cm anterior along a parasagital line. This
method is very fast and simple, but it does not take into ac-
count differences in cortical anatomies or skull sizes
between each individual. Further, it has been shown that
in many cases, the prefrontal location yielded by the 5
cm rule can be appreciably posterior to the desired location.
This is especially problematic in participants with larger
skulls.1,3 Neuroimaging/co-registration techniques offer an
accurate means for locating specific cortical areas, but these
approaches are more time consuming and much more
expensive. The International 10-20 system is a compromise
between the two methods mentioned previously. It takes
into account the individual head size, which the 5 cm
rule does not, and is also much less expensive than neuro-
imaging methods. The study by Herwig et al1 concludes
that the International 10-20 system is affordable and reli-
able when dealing with larger scale cortex areas.

Because the DLPFC is believed to correspond to the F3
location given by the International 10-20 system, many
clinical research applications might reasonably use F3 as a
target.1,2,4 However, for an administrator with little experi-
ence with the International 10-20 system, the numerous
measurements and calculations can be excessively time-
consuming (especially considering that the TMS adminis-
trator preparing to do left-prefrontal TMS is only interested
in one of the International 10-20 coordinates). In addition,
with more measurements comes more opportunity for
human error. There are universal caps for the International
10-20 system that alleviate much of the human error and
time necessary to find specific locations; however, they
are not free and not always readily available. For this rea-
son, we have developed a new method of finding the F3
position that requires fewer measurements and only tools
that are commonly found in most laboratories. These tools
include a felt-tipped marker, a tape measure, and a com-
puter. Free software is available for running the necessary
calculations described later in this text.
The Beam F3 system

This new system for locating F3 requires the administrator
to plug three measurement values into a free, stand-alone
computer program. The program provides instructions for
finding the F3 location. The first input into the computer
program is the distance from nasion to inion, measured
with a tape measure in centimeters. The administrator
marks the halfway point on this line on the subject’s
scalp. He/she then measures from the left preaurical point
to the right preaurical point. This measurement is entered
into the program and the administrator marks the halfway
point on this line as well. The vertex can now be marked on
the patient’s head by the intersection of the two lines. The
last measurement the administrator takes is the circumfer-
ence. The tape measure should be placed at the level of the
eyebrow and passed over the inion for this measurement.
Once this value has been input into the program, it
produces two output values. The first is the distance to a
point (point-x) along the circumference from the center-line
(in centimeters) and the second is the distance (in centi-
meters) from the vertex along a line intersecting point-x.
The distance from the vertex specified by the computer
program along a ray beginning at the vertex and intersect-
ing point-x, will be the F3 location from the International
10-20 system.

Figure 1 illustrates the system in practice, and Figure 2
is a screen-shot of the free software program used to facil-
itate calculations.
Calculations used in the Beam F3 location
system

When looking at the basic International 10-20 system, one
can create a coordinate plane and then find the equations of
the two lines intersecting at the F3 location. Without loss of
generality, we will orient this coordinate plane with the
nasion on 270� (the negative y-axis) and the inion on 90�

(the positive y-axis) and the vertex in the center of the
plane, as shown in Figure 1.

First, we find the polar coordinates of the four desired
points, which will allow us to find the two equations of the
lines intersecting at the F3 location. R1 be the distance
from the vertex to the point Fpz. Likewise, R2 be the dis-
tance from the vertex to the point T3 (Figure 3).

The coordinates for the points Fz, F7, Fp1, and C3 are
now intersected by an imaginary circle with radius R1.
Note that a point in the polar coordinate system is
expressed as two coordinates: the radial coordinate and
the angular coordinate. The radial coordinate is the distance
from the center of the plane and the point and the angular
coordinate is the angle of the ray beginning at the center
and containing the point. The angular coordinate is mea-
sured counter clockwise from the 0� ray (which is equiva-
lent to the ray making up the positive half of the x-axis on
the Cartesian plane).

The four points are expressed first as polar coordinates
and then as Cartesian coordinates.

Fz5ðR1=2; 270�Þ; ððR1=2Þcosð270Þ; ðR1=2Þsinð270ÞÞ
5ð0; -ðR1=2ÞÞ

C35ðR2=2; 0�Þ; ððR2=2Þcosð0Þ; ðR2=2Þsinð0ÞÞ
5ððR2=2Þ; 0Þ

F75ðR2=2; 324�Þ; ððR2=2Þcosð324Þ; ðR2=2
�
sin
�
324
��



Figure 1 Illustration of the Beam F3 location system in practice. (1) measurement of the distance from tragus to tragus and marking of
the midpoint (2) measurement of the distance from nasion to inion (the midpoint is marked here as well and the vertex is the point where the
two lines containing the midpoints meet) (3) measurement of head circumference. Once these three measurements are attained, they are
entered into the software package which provides two output values (values X and Y) (4) a point along the circumference is marked X
cm from the midline (5) F3 is marked as a point along the line running from the vertex through the point created in the previous step
Y cm from the vertex (6) the ‘‘x’’ at the top of the head is the vertex, the other ‘‘x’’ is the F3 location.
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Fp15ðR1=2; 288�Þ; ððR1=2Þcosð288Þ; ðR1=2Þsinð288ÞÞ

The equation to the line containing the points F7 and Fz

is expressed in y intercept form as:
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The equation of the line containing the points C3 and Fp1

is expressed in y intercept form as:
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To find F3, we will set these two equations equal to one
another, and then solve for x. Plug x into either of the first
two equations and then solve for y. This will give the
following coordinates on the cartestian plane.
ð324�Þ 1 R1

cosð324�Þ

R1 1

�
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Figure 2 creen-shot of the F3 locator program. The user enters the distance from tragus to tragus, the distance from nasion to inion, and
the head circumference. The program outputs two values that are used to locate F3.
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This pair of Cartesian coordinates must then be trans-
lated back to polar coordinates
r5
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Now that we know the angle from the line from tragus to
tragus, we will use its complementary angle to find the
angle off of the midline. This new angle will be F. Then to
find the distance (u) along the circumference (c) beginning
at the midline, we will use the following equation:
F=3605u=c
Giving:

u5Fc=360

Clearly, the head is not a flat plane or is it a sphere. The
distance from the vertex to the nasion or any other points



Figure 3 Diagram of the electrode placement positions and labels
from the Internationa 10-20 electroencephalographic system.
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around the circumference will be much longer if measured
along the scalp than the shortest distance between the two
points. This is because of the curvature of the head.

The radius coordinate of the polar coordinates for F3
must now go through a small correction to account for this.
When measuring from vertex to the desired location, we
have assumed that the head is a sphere; however, when
looking at this measurement, the line we are measuring is
actually closer to being on a plane than a sphere. The
following diagram illustrates the shortest distance between
a and b is a straight line as shown. The distance of the arc
along a circle going through a and b with its center at the
origin is shown.

a

b

Unlike our measurements from the vertex to the inion,
nasion, or trachus, the measurement from the vertex to the
F3 location close to a straight line. Therefore, we must find
the correction for this distance. Assuming the distance from
a to the center and be to the center are the same, say r, the
distance from a to b is given by r(2)1/2. Whereas arc length
from a to b will be given by (0.25)2p r 5 p r(0.5). Now to
find the correction factor q, we will solve for q in the
following equation.

rð2Þ0:55qpr
�
0:5
�

Giving q5ð2 � 20:5
�
=p50:900

Thus, we multiply the radius coordinate of the polar
coordinates for F3 by 0.9 to account for the head not being
a sphere.
Evaluation of the Beam F3 system

Ten healthy adults were enrolled in a preliminary pilot
study to investigate the accuracy of the Beam F3 system.
Participants were randomly assigned either to undergo the
Beam F3 measurement, followed by a standard Interna-
tional 10-20 measurement, or to undergo the International
10-20 measurement, followed by the Beam F3 measure-
ment. The International 10-20 measurement system was
implemented by a trained neurophysiology research assis-
tant. All participants wore a form-fitting vinyl head cap that
was held in place with a chin strap. All measurements were
marked on the caps with a felt-tipped marker. After both
system measurements were complete, the F3 locations
determined by each system were compared and any differ-
ence between the two locations was measured with a fabric
ruler. The locations matched exactly (ie, distance of 0 mm
between the points identified by each method) in 80% of
participants, and were within 1 mm of each other in the
remainder of the sample (note, however, that the observed
differences could have been due to error in the administra-
tion of either the International 10-20 or the Beam F3
systems). The Beam F3 system required only 20% of the
time to conduct compared with the International 10-20
system. These preliminary results support the reliability and
use of the Beam F3 System, however, future investigations
might be warranted to conduct more indepth analyses of its
use and potential limitations. Future studies should also be
conducted comparing this system with not only the Inter-
national 10-20 system, but also the 5 cm method as well as
neuroimaging/coregistration systems.
Conclusions

The Beam F3 system may be an efficient and accurate way
to locate the F3 position from the International 10-20
system for prefrontal TMS applications. The free software
package for running the Beam F3 system is available for
download from the software page at www.clinicalresearch-
er.org in either Mac or Windows formats.
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